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Codimensions of T-Ideals and Hifbert Series 
of Relatively Free Algebras 
VESSELJN DRENSKS. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main object of this paper is to study t.... bc T-ideal .J< of the identities 
satisfied by the algebra MI of 2 x 2 matrices over a field of characteristic 0. 
More precisely, the relatively free algebra of the va:-iety of associarive 
algebras var M, generated by M, is investigated. This a!gebra is isomorphic 
to the algebra of 2 X 2 generic matrices. 
Procesi ] !2. p. 185 j sets the problem of compl;ting the dimensions of the 
homogeneous components of the identities in m variabies satisfied by the 
algebra M, of tz x n matrices. Untii now an answer has been obtained on!;: 
in the case of the identities in two variables for Mz. by Formanck et CA’, ;9 i. 
Furthermore, particular results have been established about the cocharacters 
of -&Jz by Regev [ i6] and Berele j4]. For a background of the resuitr 
concerning the identities of the matrix algebras cf :he survey of Formane% 
if+!. . 
In Section 3 of the present paper the Hilbert series (or Poincare series) ol 
the aigebra generated by an arbitrary number of 2 x 2 generic matrices is 
computed. This is equivalent to the problem of Procesi in zbe case of 
matrices of second order. The cocharacters of the r-ideal .-Kz are also 
computed. In particular, new proofs of the theorems of Formanek er ad. [;S] 
and Bere!e [4, Theorem 3.51 are given. cudimezlsions 0’ tile prope: 
subvarieties of var M, are also evaiuated. 
There is a reiationship between the varieties of afjsoriative and Lie w 
algebras generated by MI and s/(2, Kj, respectively. In Secrion 4 the resuits 
obtained are transferred to the case of Lie aigebras. Moreover, the tbeorerr 
of Baitturin [I]. which is an anaiog of the resu!t of for:r,ari& ej &: rc- ..9jm is 
generalized. 
In order to obtain these results, it is useful to consider a more genera: 
situation of an arbitrary variety of associative algebras with 1 xw a Aeld 5 
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characteristic 0. This is done in Section 2. It turns out that the structure of 
the relatively free algebras (in a module-theoretic language) is completely 
determined by the proper multilinear polynomials which are not identities for 
the variety. 
Another application of this general setup is given in Section 5, where the 
T-ideals generated by a commutator, respectively b a non-matrix identity of 
degree four, are studied. 
The main results obtained in this paper are announced without proofs in 
[51. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
All associative algebras will be unitary and over a fixed field K of charac- 
teristic zero. The necessary definitions are given in [6J and [7]. We use 
notations imilar to those of [6]. For any variety 9J of associative algebras 
F,(%R) (resp. Fg’(YJJI), J=‘“13...qnJ 9X ( )) is the relatively free algebra of rank M 
in ‘!M with free generators xi ,...) X, (resp. its homogeneous components of 
total degree n, or of degree nj in xi (1 < i < m)). The set of all multilinear 
polynomials in Fr’(!JJI) isdenoted by P,(%R). 
The set P,(9Jl) has a structure of a left S,-module and FE’(!JR) has a 
structure of a left GL(m, K)-module [7] (S, denotes the symmetric group). 
Let 
b n,,....n, = b,,,,~,,,m(YJl) = dimF’“l....3nm’(m), 
bz’ = b~‘(‘9X) = dim Fg’(IIJI), c, = c,(m) = dim P$DI). 
The sequence of numbers c, ) c2 +... is called the codimention sequence and 
the sequence of S,-characters x(P,(!JJ)), x(P#Dl)j,... is called the cocharacter 
sequence of the T-ideal T(W), determining 1132. The formal power series 
H(YJl, t, ,...: tm) = x b n,.....n,fi ty1 . . . QzT 
n,ao 
H,(9Jl, t) x b;‘t” = H(W, t:..., t)
!I>,0 
are called Hilbert (or Poincark) series of the relatively free algebra F,(m). It 
is convenient o consider also the codimension series 
c(!JR, t) = x C,,P. 
n>0 
The knowledge of the series H(YJl, t,,...’ t,) is equivalent o that of the 
Hilbert series H(T(YJl), t ,,..., t ) of T(YR)C A,, where A, is the free 
associative algebra of rank m. 
Let 3~‘(‘nZ] be the linear subspace of F~‘(%?j spanned by the commw~or 
prodacts [xi,?..-] ja. [ . . . . xi,], B,(YJl) = ~n~03~‘(~>a 
rS.~)(%?zj f?P,@). The elements of T,,(%R) are caiied 
We set F,~%i; = 
proper ;1&U:&~$EI’ 
polynomiais of degree n. It is known that acy subvariety of ‘3J? is de;ermixC 
by its identities in r,(m). r! = 2: 3,.... The linea: s-,aces fP,$T) and B~J’:‘;al\: 
are submodules of the S,,-module P,(W) arid of the GL jm. K)-~mo&‘ie 
F~‘(!B)~ respectively, Let 
be the Ei!bert series of the graded spaces B,,,(Y.X). where 
We shail also consider the series 
The commLitative polynomial algebra is denc:ed by Kjs,~.... x,;:. 1:s 
ho~cgeneous components are irreducible GLjnr. K)-lmodules, isomorp%c to 
Xmz,(il. o.,..j 0). TSe Hilbert series of this algebra is givec by 
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In the sequel we shall use without explicit reference the following identity 
of formal power series 
go (“3 t” =(1 -t)-‘-a. , 
2. THE MODULE STRUCTURE OF RELATIVELY FREE ALGEBRAS 
In this section 9JI is a proper subvariety of the variety of all associative 
algebras. The following two propositions give some restrictions on the 
parameters introduced above: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The codimension series c(W, t) has a non-zero radius 
of convergence. 
ProoJ: By the theorem of Regev [15] there exists a positive real number 
iL such that c,,(m) < A”. This immediately implies the proposition because the 
series c(!JJI, t) is majorized by the series 1+ At + A’t’ $ . . . which has a non- 
zero radius of convergence. 
The following statement has been proved independently by Bereie 14, 
Corollary 4.121. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.2. The coefJicients b:’ of the Hilbert series H,(9R t) 
have a polynomial growth, i.e., there exist polynomials f,(n), m = 1,2,..., 
such that bc’ <f,(n). 
Proof. By the Height Theorem of Shirshov [20, p. 1281 there exist 
positive integers N and d such that the elements of F,(W) are linear 
combinations of the terms Yy,’ ..a Yy;;, where ui > 0: M < N and Yi are 
monomials in F,(m) of degree not exceeding d. Therefore, the graded linear 
space F,(m) is a homomorphic image of the graded space r K[ Y,,,.... Y,,]. 
Here Yi,...., Yi range over the set of all monomials in X, ,..., X, of degree not 
more than d and the degree of Yi in K[Y,,,...: Yi,V] equals the length of Yi 
considered as a word in x1,..., x . Obviously, the series H,(9Rm, t) is 
majorized by a finite sum of the Hilbert series of the polynomial algebras 
wi,,..., Y,,]. But the coefficients of these series have polynomial growth. 
We shall-estalish that the module structure of the relatively free algebra of 
YJl is completely determined by the structure of the S,-modules r,(YJI)>: 
n = 2, 3,.... 
LEMMA 2.3. Let r,(‘9X) = @M,, MD being the irreducible S,-modules 
corresponding to the Young diagrams D E J. Then Bg’ = @ND: where ND 
are irreducible GL(m, K)-modules corresponding to D and the summation is 
taken over all diagrams D E J with not more than m rows. 
CODIMENSIONS OF T-IDEALS -9 
ProoJc Let f(~, ,.... x,,J be a polynomiai from B$;(!R)), homogeneous ir, 
each of x1.-, x, and generating afi irreducibie CL (in. K)-submoduk of 
B~‘(‘%Xj. It is clear that the linearization of f(x 1 ;<.., x ! 1,es ii: 1 ‘; I‘ ,cp\ ,~ \.d L ; I 
Conversely. the symmetrization i7. Sect. 1 j of every irreducibie ST;- 
submodule of F,(%X) is in B:,“‘(!N). The assertion riot fcilcws irr,s~Le&&eij 
from 17, I.3 and 1.51. 
PYOC$ (i) We shal! use an idea of Volichenko i 19, Theorem 1 ]. TSe ke 
associative algebra A, is a universai enveiokg algebra of the free Lie 1 
algebra L,. Let i, < I, < e.- be an ordered basis of L, consisting 02 
commutator monomials [xi ,,..., xik] such that deg il < deg I2 < .e. C By the 
Poincark-Birkhoff-Witt theorem A, has a basis lTi ... 6eX, ri > 0. The:e is E 
homomorphism of A, onto F,(YR) extending the map xI + ,Y!: E’ = 1:..:, R.
Consequently, Fg’(‘YJI) is spanned by the polynomiais 
x: . . . xi,;mz..,,:‘.. ] * ‘. [..., XJ. iu ‘1 i, < .~~ < i,-r. s = 0. 2. 3 . . . . . i?. 
The elements [x ,:,... j .. [..., x ~] can be lineari? expressed in terms :;f 
&‘(< ‘Y ; . . . . . XrnjT k = I,..., pz): i.e. F,“!(!IJI) = R,. 
;ii ) y. “‘.Yi,xi,,, . ..xi._,gy’(.xl )... ?XjX) --:i 
=xil .” x. I,-,xi, .. ’ xi,_, gy’(+~: x,) 
iXil ..* [s+J .~. xi,,~.g~:(xi~...~;~,~). 
Using the identity ux = xu + [u5 XI we shift to the right the commutator [x~,.~ 
Xi,.,j from :he last summand, i.e.: we ex:xpress xi, 0:. Jo;,, xI,_:] “. 
.‘c; ,,,- IgF)(x, . ...? xx) as a sum of 5, .~. ,~,,~,gf”(x~ ).,.. ,_vm). In this expressioc 
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all indices t are bigger than s. Hence, modulo RSL1: we can exchange the 
positions of xi, and xirL, in xi, .. . xi,_, gp’(x, ,...) x,J. This proves (ii). 
~ “(iii) By r ii 1 is sufficient o establish that the set U= U, U U, ‘L ( ) ‘t 
T . a. U ?I, consists of linearly independent elements. The polynomials 
gi)(xl )...? Xm) are expressed by commutator products. Therefore 
gf’(l + x1, x2) . . . . xm) = gf’(x,. x1 ,...: xm). Let 
1 paksxyl - * * x”,“gf’(xl )...> xm) = 0: 
ul + .a. u, + s = n, k = l,....p;’ 
be a linear relation between polynomials from Cr. We replace xi by 1 + xi: 
i = l:..., m and take the components homogeneous in each xi, i = l:..., M. Let 
s0 be the least integer such that there exists a ,unksO different from zero. We 
obtain 
!%l,o) 
ix ,Ualso gY”)(x, : . ..) x,) = 0. 
I=1 
Hence, all the coefficients ,u& are zero. 
COROLLARY 2.5. (i) c,(JJJI) = xi=,, (‘:) l,:,(m); 
(ii) c(YJI, tj = (1 - fjj’ r(‘m, t(1 - t))‘). 
Proof. Let fj;?(xr:...,x& k = l,..., >lS, be a basis of the linear space 
T,(W). By Lemma 2.4, the set 
{Xi L . . . xl,Jf’(xj ,,..., xj,), i, < .a* < in--s?jl < ... <j,, 
I . \I, $.... in-,,j,:...:j,) = {l,.... n), k= l,...: i’s; s = 0: 2, 3: . . . . n} 
forms a basis of P,(‘Dl). Part (i) of the corollary follows immediately after 
counting the elements of this basis, and (ii) is another way to express (ij, 
since 
THEOREM 2.6. For any variety 92 of associatice algebras the GL (m, K)- 
modules F,(IIJZ) and K[x,,..., xm] 3 R B,(I1J1) are isomorphic. 
CODIMENSIONS OF -f-!DEA.LS 7 
3. THE h&ATRIX VARIETY OF SEC9ND ORDER 
Let E3 = Tar Mz be rhe varie:y of associative ci!gebras gen=rated i;j; h: 
2 X 2 matrix aigebra. Berele [4. Theorem 3.5 ] has &;ermiEed th: qcar:$n_s 
of the characrers ~~~~ I pz) in the cocharacter seque:lce of -#;. The followicg 
theorem soives rhe problem completely. 
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(i) k(n) = 1; 
(4 U,p2) = (PI -P2 + l)P,, ifP2 > 0; 
(iii) k(p,, 1, Lp,) = (PI + I)(2 -p4> - 1; 
(iv> 4p,,p2,p3,p4) = (PI -p2 +l)(P2 -P3 + l>CP3 -P4 + 1) in d 
other cases. 
Proof. The case (i) is trivial. 
If n > 1 then it follows from [7, Sect. 41 that B:‘(m) is decomposed in a 
sum of non-isomorphic irreducible GL(m, Qmodules N,(q,. q2, q3), where 
q1 + ql + q3 = n: q1 > q2 > q3 ~ q2 > 0, and the equalities q1= q2 = 1 imply 
n = 2. 
Let p2 > 0. By Corollary 2.7 it suffkes to count these tripiets (ql : q2, q3) 
for whichp, > q >p > q >p > q >p . There arep, -pz + 1 possibilities l/ 2, 2/ 3/ 3/ 4 
for q, , p2 -p? + 1 for q2 and p3 -p4 + 1 for q3. If p3 = 0 we have to 
subtract from all (p, -p2 + l)(p, -p3 + l)(p., -p4 + 1) cases those for 
which q2 = 0 (pl -pz $ 1 cases) and if p2 =p3 = 1 then we have to subtract 
the cases of q1 = qz = q3 = 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. H,(var M,, 1) = (1 - t)-” (O(t, 1, 1) - (1 - t)-” + 
1 - (y) t3), byhere m > 3, 
(2) 
Proof. Obviously, (1 - t)-” - 1 = I*>,, dim N,(n) t”, (7) t3 = 
dimN,(l, 1, 1) 1’. Using Corollary 2.7 and the description of B,,(YB) (7, 
Sect. 41 it is sufficient toprove that 
c dimN,(p,,p,:p,) tP”P’fpj = O(t, t, t), 
where the summation is over all pI >pz >p3 > 0. It follows from (1) that 
dim iVm(Pp: P2, P3) 
= p,+m-1’ 
( 
‘p2+m-2 
H m-3 )( 
“,;“;“) m-3 , (PI-P?+ 1) 
x (p2 -p3 + I)(P, -p3 + 2)(m - 1j-l Cm - 2)F2. 
CODIMENSEONS OF ,r--iDEALS 
The identities below are verified bv dirm computz~ion: 
It gives the desired remit. 
The case PI = 2 is settled by the theorem of Forma~~i; et al. [S]. -We give 
m aiternate proof of their result, using the general approach developed above 
and in [7]; 
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THEOREM 3.3 [Y]. 
li(varM,,t,,t,)=(1-t,)-‘(1-t,)-‘(1+t,fz(l-t,t,)-’ 
x (1 - t,)-l (1 - tz)-'j. 
Proof. In the view of Corollary 2.7, it suffices to compute ,@JL t,? f2). 
Consider the GL(2: K)-module N2(q -I- Y, r). It is isomorphic to the 
submodule of the free associative algebra AZ generated by [x,: xX]” x’;. Its 
basis consists of homogeneous polynomials of degree n, in xi. n, > q, 
i= 1,2, n, + n2 = n (cf. [7, the proof of Corollary 4.71). Hence 
H(XJq + r, q)? t,, f?) = (t, f,)Q (t; + t;- ‘t, f . . * + t;) 
= (t,t,)@ (ti” - t;+‘)(tl - t2) -I. 
Therefore 
p@B, t,, t*) = 1 + \-‘ 
Q>ijy;,O 
H(Nz(q + r, 4)9 t,, t*) 
= 1 + (ti - Q-i 5: (f,f$ 5 (t: -t;) 
II >0 r>0 
= 1 + t,t,(l -t&-l. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any proper subcariety U of lB there exists an integer- 
valued polq’nomiaZf(n) such that c,(U) < 2”f(n). 
ProoJ It follows from [14, Corollary 21 that any proper subvariety U of 
YlJ satisfies the identity [x, ) x2] +. . [.Y~~- L, xzk] = 0. On the other hand, the 
proof of Theorem 4.2 [7] exhibits the concrete form of the generator fpgr of 
the irreducible S,-submodule MPsr of i-,(%3): corresponding to the partition 
(p + q + r, p t q,p). It follows directly from the expression for fpqr that 
fPqr = 0 is an identity for U if p + q > k. Thus, only those MPyr enter the 
decomposition of T,(U), for which p t q < k, 3p + 2q + r = tz. Fixing p and 
q: one sees by the hook formula [ 10, p. 8 I] that the dimension of Mpqr. is an 
integer-valued polynomial in r. Consequently, ‘/‘,, = dim T,(U) has 
polynomial growth. By Corollary 2.5, 
which proves the theorem. 
Remark 3.5. Regev [ 161 has proved that c,(‘.IR) = 6(4”n-‘:I). Together 
with Theorem 3.4, this gives a numerical expression of the fact that the 
structure of the subvarieties of ZB is simpler than that of 93. 
CODIMENSIONS CF T-BEALS - : i- 
Le: 23 = var s!(2, K) be the variety- of Lie ajgebras generazed by the Sle 
algebra of 2 X 2 matrices cf trace zero. By [7: Sect. 41, r”,(g) is decompcsel 
in a sum of those non-isomorphic GL(m, K)-m,od%es ;‘I;‘,(-? + q t- :?. p L q. -c: 
for which p + q > 0 and at ieast one of the integers q acd T is add. TI:e 
Hilbert series of F,n(Y?!) is computed in AL j + 0 q$&&-.g i;yoy-: 
We &ail compute the sums: 
a P9Y 
= dim:V,(p t q + r.p 4 q-p;. 3E(x.y, Z) 
- 6(-x: -y3 zj - 8(-x,j:: -z> - 6(X> --1!, -2) 
3 - (-I)‘- (-1)” - (-;j”-; 
i 4, if at least one of q ai;d r is odd. 
= IG, if both q and r are even, 
Flex-ice 
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On the other hand 
c dim N,(2r + 1) t”+’ 
f.20 
= 2-J x dim N,(r)(t’ - (A)‘) 
r>0 
= 2-‘((1 -t)-” - (1 + t)-“), dim N,( 1) = m. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
In the case m = 2 we give a new proof of the theorem of Bahturin [ 11: 
THEOREM 4.2. H(%,r,,t,) = t,tz(l + t, + L)(l -t;)-’ (1 -t:,-’ 
(1 -t,t,)-J. 
ProoJ: The modules GW and Cq>o,raoWq + r, d/Cq,O.r>,O 
N,(2q + 2r, 2q) are isomorphic. Therefore 
-H C 
q>?rr;>o 
N,(2q + 2r, 2q), t, yt, 
H 
( 
-T 
q>G>O 
LV2(2q + 2r, 2q), t,, t2 ) 
= T’ 
Y>o,r>O 
(t, t*)*q (t;‘” - t;“‘)(r, - t,)-’ 
= (t,t,)Z (1 - (t,t,)‘)-’ (tl -t,)-’ (tl(l - t,)-1 - t2(1 - ty> 
= (t,t# (1 - t,r,)-’ (1 - ty (1 - ty. 
Proving Theorem 3.3, we showed that 
H’ - ( T q>o,r>o !v2tq + r, q), tl: t, j = tJt2(1 - tltz)-l (I - t,)-1 (1 - t,)-1. 
Consequently, 
H(‘B, t,, tJ = t,r,(l - t,tJ’ (1 -t,)-’ (1 -t,)-’ 
x (1 - t,t*(l + t,)-’ (1 + t*)-‘)) 
=t,tJl +t, +tz)(l-tt,t,)-L (1 -t,)-‘(1 -tJl. 
The next proposition is similar to Theorem 3.4: 
CODIMENSIOIU'S OF T-IDEAI : ^r a> 
TE~EOREM 4.3. The codimension sequence of Amy gro~oe.r subcariet;; r;- % 
has a polynomial growth. 
ProoJ By the theorem of Razmyslov _ [13, Theorem 3 j any subvariet:; ‘S 
of ‘23 iies in %,‘u. The bound on the codimensions of 11 is obtair,ed ir. ttie 
same way as in Theorem 3.4 (cf. also [3j). 
5. NON-MATRIX VARSTES 
Let Qd be the variety of associative algebras de;erminel? rI ‘py the j&t norLped 
commutator of length d + 1 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a positice integer e = e(d) sirch that rR:,;Zd) .i; 
generated as a linear space bj: the products 
xhere il ( i: < . . . < iis and g(x, : . ..= x,_?~) :‘s a po$noil2ia: of degree CO:’ 
higher than e. 
PYOOJ: It is well known that JZd satisfies the identity 
[x,:x~?x,] .,. [x~~-.~,x~~-.~:x~,~ =O. is; 
As a linear space, T,,(L’,) is spanned by 
[Xi, :XJ . * ’ [XI:,_,? Xi,,] [xi~r+::..sj I.’L~,el Xi,,]. 
where [x! LIr-,I..~ j?  ..? [..., Xi,j are commutators of length larger than 2. By (3; 
and (5), the length and the quantity of such commutators are bounded by d 
and ic- :. respectively. Hence I-,(2!,) is spanned by 
[xi,,xizj ... [x~~,_,,x~~,]~,(.K~~~-~:...~x;,,~. : ,c ‘? \“’ 
where degj-; < d(k - I). The polynomial 
is a consequence of the commutator of length three [;ql. yz. j’s;. 3; is easy- TV 
show that ox can replace any of the commutators in (6) by pofynomiais 
which are specializations of (7). Using (7), one begins to order xI,:~~:. xI,, is 
(6). At every exchange of places of two commutators CL cf two s!em&z:s 
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lying in successive commutators, a commutator of length four or a 
specialization of (7) appears: 
[xi,? xi,l[-ri33 -xi4l = [xi3~xi41[xj,: xi2] + [[xil:xi2j’ IxisV xi,ll- 
Ixi,, xi21[xi~~ xill = -Lxil: xijl Lxi:’ xi4l 
+ ([xi,) xi?j Lxil 3 xi,] + [eKi,? xi3] [Xir: xi,l>* 
In view of (5), beginning at the kth step of this ordering of Xi,,...: Xi2,v one 
can change the places of the elements freely. Therefore, the polynomials (6) 
are linear combinations of 
where fi is a product of specializations of (7) and of commutators of length 
3 and 4, f3 is a product of commutators of length larger than two, 
i, < i2 < ... < izs? degf, < 4(k - l), degf, < d(k - 1). Consequently, one 
can set e = (d i- 4)(k - 1). 
COROLLARY 5.2. The dimensions of the S,-modules f,(lZ,) haz;e 
polynomial growth in n. 
Proof. Let M,: r =O: l:...: e, be the linear space of the polynomials 
& 1 ,...) xr) of degree r from (4). Obviously dim 111, < e! Hence dim f,(,P,j <
((“0) + (:I + -.- + (z)) e!, and this expression is a polynomial in n. 
Let G, be the Grassman algebra with 1 and with t generators, i.e., G, is the 
exterior algebra of the space K*, and let G = G,. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The algebra 
R = G$g (G,O . . . @G,) 
L 
belongs to l!!d for a suitable d. 
ProoJ: Let e,, e2 ,.., and ulrZ..., ut, be the generators of G and of the rth 
copy of the algebra G,: respectively. In order to verify that R E !i!!,, it
suffkes to substitute in (3) 
6i,&jr=0, 1, k=l :,...y d + 1, 
instead of x1,x2 ,... ,x~+~. If [a,:a, ,..., adi, ] # 0, then the factor ~4~~ enters 
the expression of a,, a,,..., adI not more than once. Therefore. if the integer 
CODIMENSIONS OF T-IDEALS 
!C -r 
Proq,i: The right inequality (8) fol!ows from Corollary 5.2 (CC the pr>cT 
of Tneorenl 3.4). By analogy, in order to prove the left inequality :8), it 
suffices to show that there exists a polynomial h,(rz) sucii t!lai di.m Tz,i($‘d,> > 
.$,(2n) and deg,_+, h,(n) -+ cc. The linearization of the polynomial 
n = 1, l!,... (szrr denoting the standard identity), generates an irreducibie 
S,,,--,I_I-submodule M, of Tin- 2L.- z(?!a)9 corresponding to tke pariirioc 
(!‘: 1’“-*j. Sy the hook formula: fixing L dim M, is a po,iynomiaj of degree 
i! in n. In view of Proposition 5.3, the proof of the ti”,eorP,rL -#ii; j, 
completed if one shows that (9) js not an Identity for I;i-..: &ge:sra 
it fo!lcws by direct verificatior! that 
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